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Towns management performance measurement should be done according to social
factors and factors of production; Because these two types of factors are shaping the
rural management structure. But since Iran villages, work and social life so
intertwined it virtually impossible to separate the dividing line between social
processes And manufacturing processes to be made, for a combination of production
factors and social factors have been studied here. It should be noted that according
to studies carried out in Iran so far in Rural Management system, It can be said that
in terms of its scientific management and management books mentioned in the
villages so that Iran does not applyThere is incomplete or quasi-management and
what kind of management that factors in Rural ManagementThere are several factors
that are considered for compilation here. In this descriptive study - an analysis of the
role of local management practices library and field in rural developmentThe purpose
of research is to identify the activities and functioning of rural development and local
management functions that are included with this hypothesis: 1-manage local
agricultural sustainability affects the villagers of Lacan . 2. Local management is
effective in expanding the activities of the villagers of Lacan. 3. The local
management to prevent land use changes affect villagers of Lacan. 4-manage local
villagers of Lacan affect physical development. is. The study is due to the villagers of
Lacan Morgan standard 382 villagers were ed. The results show that the village Lacan
lot of work has been done in Administration Among the physical changes that can be
cited other aspects.
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